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Abstract- -Thin paper improves the work of [1] and [2], gets some useful results on thinning, and 
gives a complete answer to an open problem on multinomial thinning of point processes which was 
presented in [2]. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Changramohen and Liang [1] have shown that for an arbitrary delayed renewal process, the 
existence of a pair of tmcorrelated thinned processes i  sufficient o guarantee that the original 
process is Poisson. In [2], He and Wang omit the renewal assumption. There, it is showed that 
a point process is Poisson when and only when the thinned processes are independent (nothing 
is assumed about their distributions). The authors obtain it via the martingale method. As He 
and Wang [2] mentioned, this result can be easily extended to multinomial thinning, i.e., the 
multinomial thinning X 1, X2 , . . . ,  X m of a Poisson process X are mutually independent and the 
converse is also true. A natural problem is presented in [2]. If instead of the mutual independence 
of gx,g2 , . . .  ,g  m, we only assume that there exists a pair of index (k,j), 1 < k < j < m, such 
that X k, X j are independent, is the original process X still a Poisson process? 
2. PREL IMINARIES  AND PROBLEM 
Let (f], ~',/9) be a complete probability space, the discussion below will always be on it. 
Let T0 = 0, {Tn}, n > 1 be a sequence of positive random variables (permitted to take value 
+oo) such that 
1) for each n > 0, Tn < Tn+l and Tn < oo implies Tn < Tn+l; 
2) T~ --. cc  as n - - .  oo. 
Set 
oO 
xt = (t >_ 0), (2.1) 
r~=l  
then X = (Xt)t>_0 is called a point process, denoted by (~'{r)t>o the natural filtration of X 
y~ =a(X,,s_< t), (t >_ 0). 
Now, we suppose that {tin}n>_1 is a sequence of random variables taking values 0 and 1, for 
all n 
r/n = 0 on {Tn = oo}. 
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If for all k _> 1 and 1 _< nl < n2 < ... < nk, on {Tn~ < co}, 
k 
P{~/n, = 1,1 _<j __k[5 rx}  = Hp(Tn , ) ,  (2.2) 
j-----1 
where p(t), t > 0 is a Borel function taking values in [0, 1], then call point process 
OO 
x l  -- Z r/nl{T.<O, (t > 0), (2.3) 
n-----1 
a p(.)-thinned point process obtained by nonconstant Bernoulli thinning of X (simple to say a 
p(.)-thinned point process of X). Of course, the point process 
oo 
x2  = (1 - (2.4) 
n=l  
just a (1 - p(.))-thinned point process of X. 
He and Wang [2] have obtained the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 < p(t) < 1, (t > 0). A point process is Poisson when and only when the 
thinned processes X 1 and X 2 are independent. 
This theorem can be extended without any essential difficulty as He and Wang have mentioned 
in [2]. 
Let y~, ~]2,..., r/~ (n _> 1) are random variables taking values 0 and 1, such that 
r/~ + 7 2 +. . -  + r/y = 1, (n > 1) (2.5) 
and 
771 = 712 . . . . .  ~n m-1 = 0 on {T, = co}. (2.6) 
Put 
OO 
Xt  = Z I/kl{T--<O ' (1 < k < m). (2.7) 
n: l  
We call X 1, X2 , . . . ,  X m the thinned processes obtained through multinomial thinning of X, if 
(~/~, 1/~,... ,~/nm),>l are conditionally independent, given ~-x and on {Tn < co}, 
P {7/~ = 1 [ ~x} = pk(Tn) ' (n > 1, 1 < k < m) (2.8) 
where pk(t), t > 0, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m are positive Borel functions atisfying 
pl (0  +p (0 + ' "  +pro(0 = 1, (t > 0). (2.9) 
The following extended result of Theorem 1 can be found in [2]. 
PROPOSITION 1. A point process X is Poisson when and only when X 1, X 2, . . . .  X m are mutually 
independent. 
The following problem presented by He and Wang, will be answered in this paper. 
PROBLEM. I f  there just exists a pair of index (k,j),  (1 <_ k < j <_ m), such that Xk,X  j are 
independent, is the original process X still a Poisson process? 
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3. TH INNING CHARACTER OF  POINT  PROCESSES 
In this section, we will see how the distribution of a point process is completely determined 
by its thinned processes. For example, if one of the thinned processes of X is Poisson, then the 
original point process X must be Poisson. The main tool is the Laplace transformation. 
For a point process, 
oo  
X = ~ l{T~_<t} , 
i=1  
denote the Laplace function of X by Lx( ] ) ,  i.e., if f is a nonnegative Borel function, 
[ Lx( f )  = Ee -x(I) = E exp(-  f(Ti)) (3.1) 
It's well known that the distribution of a point process is determined uniquely by its Laplace 
function (see [3]). 
If X is Poisson, then 
Lx( f )  =exp [ -  / (1 -e - f )dM]  (3.2) 
where M is the mean measure of X. 
Let X p be the p(.)-thinned point process of an arbitrary point process X, it's easy to obtain 
Lxp(f)  = Lx [ - log  (1 - p + pe-I) ] (3.3) 
where p(.) is a Borel function taking values in [0, 1]. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose p(.) is a Borel function with 0 < p(.) < 1, X p is thep(.)-thinned process 
of a point process X,  then the distribution of X is determined uniquely by the distribution of 
X p . 
PROOF. Consider f = fl + f2i, where f l  and f2 are nonnegative Borel real functions. 
Put 
F o o l  
= _-- ~ Z f (T , ) [ .  Lx( f )  Eexp[ -X( f ) ]  Eexp--i=1 (3.a) 
L .l 
Similarly to the case of f being a real function, we can obtain 
Lxp(f)  = nx  [ - log  (1 - p + pe-I)] . (3.5) 
For any nonnegative Borel real function g, set 
gn = g + log ( l  + l ) l{e-~_l+p=O}. (3.6) 
It is easy to know that 
lim Lx(gn) = Lx(g). (3.7) 
n"-*OO 
Now, let 
S 0, i fe -g - l+p>0,  
/2 (3.S) 
7r, otherwise, 
and 
I e-a~ - 1 + p 11 log P . (3.9) 
h 
Write f = f l  + f2i; then from gn = - log (1 - p + pe- / ) ,  we have 
Lx(gn) -- Lxp(f).  (3.10) 
So, Lx  (gn) is determined by the distribution of X p, hence, Lx (g) is also. The theorem is proven. 
From Proposition 2 and (3.2), the following corollary is obvious. 
COROLLARY. X iS a point process, X p is the p(.)-thinned point process of X where 0 < p(.) < 1, 
ff X p is Poisson, then X is certainly also a Poisson process. 
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4. MULT INOMIAL  THINNING OF  POINT  PROCESS 
Let X = (Xt)t>0 be a point process 
oo 
X~ = ~ I{T~<_Q. 
n----1 
The following characterization f thinning is a direct generalization ofa result of Karr (see [4]). 
LEMMA 1. Let X = y1 + y2 +. . .  + y , ,  (s >_ 2), then (y1, y2, . . .  , y , )  is the (pl,p2,... ,p,)_ 
thinning of N when and only when the joint Laplace function of (y1, y2 , . . . ,  y , )  is given by 
( [ ]) Co- ,Y, ..... Y.) ( f l ,h , . . . ,A )  -- Cx  - tog  1 - (1 - e-f ) . (4.1) 
k=l 
Now, let X 1, X2, . . . ,  X m be defined as in Section 2; from Lemma 1, we have a useful result as 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let -X = X k + X j (1 < k < j <_ m), then X k and XJ are thinned processes 
obtained by Bernoulli thinning o[-X with thinning functions pk /(pk + pj) and pi /(pk + pj). 
PROOF. As X is (Pk + pj)-thinning, 
Lf~(f) = Lx [-log (1 -  (pk + pj) (1 -  e - f )  )]. 
Hence, by (4.1) 
L(x~,x~)(f,g) = Lx [-log(1 _pk (1--e - I )  --pJ (1 -  e-a))] 
[ ( pk (1-e-$) pk =Lx- o9 1 pk+v J +pj 
From the lemma above, this implies X k is pk/(pk + pJ)-thinning of )~. 
An extended result can be obtained in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let X = X il + X ~= +. . .  + X ~k (1 <_ il < i= < ... < ik <_ m, 2 < k < m), then 
Xi~, 1 < j < k are multinomial thinned processes of -X with thinning functions p~ /Y~=I P~, 
(1 _< j _< k). 
Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 come from the open problem, but obviously they would be 
useful for the more general research on thinning of point process. 
At last, we give a complete answer to the open problem expressed in Section 2. 
THEOREM 2. X 1, X2,... ,  X m are the thinned processes obtained through multinomial thinniug 
of point process X,  if there exists a pair of index (k,j), 1 < k < j <_ m, such that xk ,x  j are 
independent, then the original point process X is certain/y a Poisson process. 
PROOF. Suppose X k and X j are independent; let 
= X k + X ~, 
X k and XJ are Bernoulli thinned processes of X by Proposition 3. Thus, from Theorem 1, .~ is 
Poisson. Further, as X is (pk + p/ )-thinning of X, then from the corollary of Theorem 2, X is 
Poisson. 
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